THE HYPERVERSE ENHANCES OUR HUMANITY
Keno Oneo in Conversation with Jochen Franck

Franck:

In your essay "Why Interfusion Will Replace Logic" you wrote that the
current elite of Knowing-Better is waging a rather rude manipulative
battle ...

Keno:

… or war…

Franck:

... against that spiritual evolution associated with GAFAM, Social-Media
and Metaverse. That is your thesis.

Keno:

Yes. Basically, the following is taking place at the moment:
 The old Power Elite suspects that the coming digital
"Sphere of Rhizomes" (Deleuze) will dissolve the
Principles of Power quite fundamentally:
Power is losing its authority.
 The old Power Elite fights the digital Revolution
because they know that the current spiritual Progress
will lead us to an Epoch of Co-Evolution:
Our spiritual evolution
integrates us into
the Practice of Co-Evolution.

Franck:

For you, apparently, the matter is clear: power is eroding ...

Keno:

... and with it also the centuries old " Vertical-Tension " (Sloterdijk) ...

Franck:

... and the spiritual Methodology of Co-Evolution will replace the
previous idea of Progress through Innovation. Do I see it correctly?

Keno:

Yes:
 When power loses its authority, the breeding ground
for the "Sphere of Rhizomes " (Deleuze), which
organizes itself Bottom-up, is automatically created.
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 If the Credo of Co-Evolution, namely " Progress
through Emergence", prevails, what is called
"innovation" will shift to collaborative-experimental
handling of the Unknown.
All in all, these two changes will change the currently dominant
Society of Coercion
over the next few decades.
If analyzed crystal-clearly, this means the following:
 The Society of Coercion is using the methods of
subjugation and repressive subordination to make our
society more and more future-stupid.
 This growing future-stupidity damages the cohesion
of our society and destroys à la longue also the
"spirit" of our democracies.
Franck:

Maybe I am not experienced enough with subjugation and power. Can
you briefly explain to me how such a "Society of Coercion" ...

Keno:

... which we have concretely present ... in which we all live every day ...

Franck:

... how such a "Society of Coercion" actually works?

Keno:

Gladly. I answer with an overview:
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THE INSTRUMENTS OF THE "SOCIETY OF COERCION"
Truth

„higher values“

Reason

Moral

Logic ofThinking
The 1st
RealityGenerator
superior
knowledge

social
Authority

Politics

mental
Commands

Media
public
sovereignty of
interpretation

NGO's

Experts

One combines social authority with mental commands. That's how it
works.
And ... perhaps in anticipation of our conversation ... one thing is already
foreseeable today:
When the searching
for the I of the Teenagers
merges with the Woke-Values of the Pioneers ...
and when then this novel megatrend
of " Horizontal Tension" (Sloterdijk) becomes
active in the digital Rhizom-Sphere of Hyperverse,
then the old power of knowing better dies ...
then the "Society of Coercion" dies.
Franck:

Your thesis now says: Because the old power elite knows or suspects
this, they fight so fiercely against the digital revolution, GAFAM and
Metaverse.

Keno:

Yes. Most of the so-called "regulations" are ... more or less well
disguised ... nothing else than power preservation strategies.

Franck:

Sorry. I really can't agree with you there!
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Keno:

Never mind. In principle, the race is already over before it really gets
going.

Franck:

I don't understand.

Keno:

The all-important attractor is the Metaverse and its evolution into the
Hyperverse.
If the old power elite can't ban it or regulate it to death ... and they won't
be able to ..., there will be this epochal change:
From the "Society of Coercion"
to the "Society of Creation".
If one wants to concretize the driving forces and the shaping factors for
this epochal change, one gets the following picture:

THE FACTORS FOR THE „SOCIETY OF CREATION"
Interfusion
Teenagers

Hyperverse

Searching for the I
2nd Defluence

Metaverse
The blossoming
of a
Decentralized-Tension

Metabliss

Woke-Pioneers

Spere of Rhizomes

Diversity
combined with
Inclusion

fractal
Streams of
Consciousness

The Totalities
of
Me / We

Society
of
Creation

The Essence
of the Essential
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If one analyzes these factors more in depth, one recognizes that
Consciousness is decisive for all factors.
Let me specify this as follows:

CONSCIOUSNESS AS A CORE CONCEPT
Teenagers
Searching for the I
Adolescence
2nd Defluence

Woke-Pioneers
Diversity
combined with
Inclusion

Hyperverse
Staging
Creator

CreationGenerator

Sphere of Rhizomes
The GreatRhizome
of the
fluctuating
Rhizomes

The higher, Nagual-I is sought.
The Nagual of the I is
the Now of Creation,
which is mediated by
the "autonoetic Consciousness"
(LeDoux).

A Future Intelligence
(= Consciousness for Emergence)
is sought, which is able to
put the innovative Differentiation
into the service
of a Unification
(Tolerance / Solidarity).

Metaverse
The Qualification of
our Reality-Strategies
VR / AR / IR for "Expanded
Consciousness"
Metabliss
The Qualification
of Mind-Cards for the
conscious Cooperation of the Mind
with the contingent Potentiality.

Spontaneous and experimental
inventions of Consciousness
generate the connection
between Nowness and
Emergence
(Unexpected innovations).
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What do we recognize? The Tech-Companies (GAFAM & Co.) that are
so often and insistently scolded are not the actual shapers and
evolutionary drivers. The companies have long since mutated into
Enablers.
The users are clearly setting the tone. As a sketch:
The Agents

The Enablers

Teenager

Metaverse
User

Woke-Pioneers

Hyperverse
Metabliss

The
Sphere of Rhizomes
Collaborative
Crossing
Creativity

Franck:

The users ... you once said ... are the seekers. And because they are
seeking, "consciousness" now becomes so important.

Keno:

Yes. You can't seek the non-existent without instrumentalizing
consciousness. Consciousness is the spotlight of the seeking.
As discussed earlier, users organize a twofold calling. As a sketch of
this:
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THE CALLING IN AUTONOETIC CONSCIOUSNESS
The 1st Calling

The 2nd Calling

The
Teenagers

The
Woke-Pioneers

They are
seeking
the Essential*)
in their I

They are
seeking
the better**)
in being human

The autonoetic
Consciousness is the
mental space for the
seeking
*)

The Now of Creation

**)

Differentiation qualifies the Common

Franck:

I think I've asked you before: Don't you overvalue the seeking of the I of
Teenagers? It could be that the Woke-Values are much more important.

Keno:

What makes you think that?

Franck:

The seeking for the I may be nothing more than narcissism, which is
now extremely boosted by selfies. The Woke-Values could be more
important for the Society of Creation because they can enforce
Humanness. And I believe that the new kind of Society of Creation will
be primarily characterized by unification and collaborations.

Keno:

Yes, I agree: There will be no Society of Creation without Collaboration
and Interfusion.
But: Which humans with which I and with which Consciousness ... thus
Mind-Cards ... will then cooperate? That is the crucial question.
The Values of the Woke-Initiatives are powerless as long as the persons
strive for them activistically and try to enforce them (which partly leads to
very repressive, thus ultimately counterproductive effects).
If a person does not have a Nagual-I, there is also no true Self-Love
living in the identity of this person, which is capable of a We-All-Love.
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Franck:

What?!

Keno:

The Self-Love, which is embedded in a Nagual-Energy, is automatically
a We-All-Love:
One cannot
love the Nagual that one is as I
without at the same time loving the Nagual
that is present in all people.
It follows:
The Woke-Values
need the Nagual to assert itself
without repression i.e., without power struggles.

Franck:

Can we please expand on this a bit?

Keno:

Gladly. The Woke movement wants to combine the benefits of
Differentiation (Diversity / Innovation / Crossing) with more Unification
(Inclusion / We-ness / Re-Entry). The underlying idea is an insight of
quantum physics, which was already formulated several decades ago by
Herbert Pietschmann as follows:
Creation is the Unity of
Differentiation and Unification.

Franck:

So what the Woke-Pioneers are striving for is ultimately nothing other
than the Realization of Creation. Correct?

Keno:

Yes. Capitalism (as they say "neoliberal") has unilaterally pushed the
factor of Differentiation in favor of Innovation ...

Franck:

... so overemphasized ...

Keno:

... no, you can't overemphasize innovation at all. On the contrary, we
currently have too few emergent innovations. Think of the energy
problem ... of the climate problem. We are not able to invent those
emergent innovations that we already need more than urgently today.
Example: We are not able to cooperate with the evolutive spirit of nature
(which is clearly different from our human spirit) in such a way that we
can, for example, turn CO2 into a valuable raw material. We are also
unable to cooperate with nature in such a way that we can invent fusion
energy.

Franck:

Are you saying that we have the wrong spirit for Co-Evolution with
nature?

Keno:

Yes.
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Franck:

And why do we have this wrong spirit?

Keno:

Because we are not instrumentalizing the Essence of Creation. That
means that we cannot shape the Intelligence of Differentiation in such a
way that it promotes and qualifies the power of We-ness ... and this
happens because we cannot operationalize this Essence of Creation
mentally-individually and spiritually-culturally.
We do not have an efficient System for Interfusion. We demand "more
We-ness", but we do not know (or not yet) how to deal with Autopoiesis (
Self-Creation), which will permanently stimulate this We-ness.

Franck:

So you say: One cannot establish " We-ness" and Progress of
Unification. Do I interpret you correctly?

Keno:

Yes, absolutely. Can you accomplish love? Love ... so, for example, weall-love ... is an energy that intensifies the more you shed Love. This is
the autopoietic aspect of love that Maturana so often pointed out. Put
another way:
The harvest of love is more love.
So no making. No creating. No strategy.

Franck:

But …?

Keno:

... to become what one is ... what one is every day ... namely the Now of
Creation ... thus Nagual:
Love becomes
when one becomes the Nagual
that one's own I already is.
Hence the Calling of the Nagual-I in the worldly self-concept. Therefore
the 2nd Defluence. And therefore the 1st Calling of the Teenagers is the
indispensable key factor for everything else. It follows:
If we don't provide
the coming teenage generations
at any given time with access to
an efficient 2nd Defluence,
we will fail more and more as a society ...
especially in terms of making our futures better.
Perhaps now you understand why I am so concerned about our Western
values and our concept of democracy. And maybe now you understand
why I wrote in one of my essays that Mark Zuckerberg should get the
Nobel Peace Prize.
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Franck:

Yes, I know. But very few people probably see it the way you do.

Keno:

Maybe, but look at the current situation in terms of the progress of our
human spirit:
 Teenagers today are already using SocialMedia for the expansion and improvement of
their I.
 The teenagers (unconsciously) strive for the
Nagualization of their I ... i.e. CrossingInitiation.
The Teenagers want to possess more than
the normal, ordinary Worldly-I. They feel the
Uniqueness of the Creation within them.
Therefore, they want to free themselves from
the restricting Dominance of the 1st Defluence
with the Worldly-I ... an I that can only
cooperate with the Now of Creation in a very
limited way:
One has to be
a Nagual as an I
in order to be able
to cooperate with
the Nagual at eye level.

Franck:

You claim that a Nagual-I ...

Keno:

... concretely an I that is worldly and Nagual at the same time ... thus a
twofold I ...

Franck:

... that such a twofold I is necessary in order to be able to realize the
Woke-Values you highly appreciate without tiring struggle and frustrating
effort. Am I interpreting this correctly?

Keno:

Absolutely. The Woke-Values are focused on the Common, which is the
energy that makes all differences possible and permanently drives them
forward:
Better Diversity
for better Inclusion.
This is the motto and guideline for the coming Epoch of Co-Evolution
through Interfusion.
Specifically, if you one does not possess love for the Common ... that is,
no Nagual as Love-Energy ... it becomes virtually impossible to realize
this motto of "Better Diversity for better Inclusion" through Wokeactivism.
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Franck:

So Woke-Values without Woke-Activism. Is that what you're saying?

Keno:

Basically, yes. The point is that we should help Woke activism separate
from activism ... that is, from struggle ... as soon as possible.

Franck:

Why?

Keno:

Keyword: Every revolution eats its children.
Jan Fleischhauer once wrote:
"Revolutions only work
with a drawn gun."
As long as we have top-down power as an obligatory inner mode of our
society, struggle, provocation and pressure may make sense ... as well
as the more or less conscious creation of extreme crises. Think of the
old learning scheme we have internalized in our evolution: Learning
through harm. Crises as "You must!"

Franck:

So you say: struggle and crisis work. But they don't finally work right.

Keno:

Yes, well put. In my words:
If we replace Woke-Values
through struggle and crisis,
we will not get a society of co-evolution.
This is like missing the only correct exit on a highway.
The special thing about the digital revolution ahead of us is this: It is a
revolution without the usual causative power struggles. The desired
transformations ... thus the 2nd Defluence and the transformation of the
Woke-Values into practicable Mind-Cards of the Co-Evolution ... happen
as far as possible in that modality of the We-ness, which one strives for.

Franck:

This has become clear to me now.

Keno:

For the Mind-Cards of the Co-Evolution we do not need those MindCards, which the 1st Reality-Generator produces ... thus Mind-Cards of
the Differentiation by better-knowing ...

Franck:

… but? …
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Keno:

... Mind-Cards, with
Unification and Differentiation as a Goal.
In the words of Woke:
Better Diversity
for better Inclusion.
If Woke agitations are too one-sided and too long focused on the usual
power strategies (i.e. manipulation, pressure and discrediting ... as
exclusion), then the well-intentioned and absolutely necessary Woke
agitations destroy the inner substance of Woke: the values are then
substantially betrayed by pioneers and thus damaged in their power.
So what to do? Switch from provocation and agitation to Interfusion and
Bottom-up. And ... equally important:
Switching from
knowing-better (truth) to
the Great-Rhizome
(fluctuating viabilities).

Franck:

Hmm. But you have to admit that such a Great-Rhizome doesn't even
exist yet.

Keno:

True. The Great-Rhizome will not exist until there is the Hyperverse.

Franck:

And you certainly know that very many of the Woke-Pioneers, whose
ambitions you obviously very much support ...

Keno:

… yes …

Franck:

... are very critical of Mark Zuckerberg and his Metaverse.

Keno:

Yes. Just yesterday I read the following statement from a top
international model (with a high influencer status): "Social-Media makes
you sick and unhappy."
As so often, the problem is with diffusion: at the moment, it is precisely
the Woke pioneers who are particularly committed to connecting the
values of Woke with the values of the privileged power elite ... i.e., those
elite who are fighting very fiercely against Metaverse and the Rhizomes
of its Bottom-up Dynamics. Briefly:
Many of the Woke-Pioneers
operate in a strategy mode
of repressive power to
initiate the
disempowerment of power.
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Because this is the case ... and because it corrupts one's own and
proper value-goals ... we quite soon need the Metaverse with a
Metabliss integrated into it ... i.e. the creative and productive GreatRhizome of fluctuating Rhizome- ..., and that as the basis for the
Society of Creation.
Franck:

Allow me a specific question: If the Hyperverse will not exist, what will
happen with the values of the Woke pioneers?

Keno:

Good question: then there will only be
a cultural drift.
That means:
 The top-down society will remain as before. The
power of knowing-better also remains the dominant
scheme ... so
hierarchized knowledge
generates social hierarchies.
 Only the values of social acceptance, ultimately the
values of oppression, become more "modern" or
"woker". Meaning:
Merely another type of do-gooder establishes
itself at the top of power ... merely changing
figures.
This will be similar to the French Revolution. King Louis XVI was publicly
executed or assassinated on September 21, 1792, and the power
seekers of the new bourgeois class immediately took over the king's
position ... knowledge power instead of noble power. But power
remained power.
That' s how it continues to this day.

Franck:

As I note, you see quite clearly that the Woke initiatives may fail.

Keno:

Yes, fail in the sense that values are used top-down by a Woke elite in
the context of "new reason" to produce what we desperately need,
namely We-ness and solidarity through a digital Bottom-up. As a
consequence:
When one enforces
the values of unification
through the power of woke,
one reinforces social conflicts
and division in society.
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Much of the populism problem we have is "produced" here.
Franck:

But that's a disillusioning analysis. Where is your optimism?

Keno:

I'm pinning my hopes very specifically and directly on Mark Zuckerberg.

Franck:
I know you like him.
Keno:

Yes, and I want to explain why. May I?

Franck:

Go ahead.

Keno:

I'll keep it short, and from a Noeteric perspective:
 Woke-values without Nagual-Love are counterproductive.
 Nagual-Love is the love of the I for its own inner
Creation, i.e. for the Now of Creation (Nagual),
which every second transfers our I, our life and our
world into a new Presence.
 If a human being carries this Nagual-Love within
himself, he experiences himself and all other
human beings as Nagual-Beings living in the AllOne ... in a We-ness.
 The Consciousness that connects our personal IConsciousness with all other present human
beings is the one described by LeDoux as the
"autonoetic Consciousness".
 It follows: Without the Nagualization of the I (= 2nd
Defluence) the in principle correct and in the long
run valuable Woke-Values will fail ... they will, as
they say, "run out of breath".
 If the Woke initiatives fail in this sense, the current
society damages its own future. Why? We will not
be able to find and follow the spiritual path to CoEvolution if we cannot develop and use the
concept of Nagualization and the Methodology of
the 2nd Defluence (= Metabliss).

Franck:

What, please, prevents us from doing so?
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Keno:

"The Epoch of Theory" (Joas). The culture of an innovation based on
better-knowledge. A general concept of progress that makes
differentiation the generator of innovation. We have no concept for the
progress of our We-ness.
And, of course, we must also see the following:
Without a true and great Metaverse,
Metabliss' system will not be truly effective.

Franck:

So you are so consistently betting on Mark Zuckerberg because you
think he will develop and place the best Metaverse in the world, right?

Keno:

Yes. He will probably develop the best Whole-Life Metaverse.
And that brings us back to the issue of diffusion. At the last meeting with
investors, Mark Zuckerberg explained that they are facing a "a trial of
patience". It would take another three to five years, and significantly lose
money ... in other words, make losses. Literally, "By the end of the
decade, hopefully it will be clearer how this translates into a positive ROI
for Meta." But he also says that some products may not be ready for
another 15 years.
All of this costs many, many billions of dollars. So it's important that
Meta, as a corporation, is doing so well.
If, for example, the EU ... the people in Brussels ... wanted to develop
such a Whole-Life Metaverse (don't worry, they don't!), they wouldn't
have the money in the first place, and secondly, they wouldn't have the
ideas:
Administrative politicians
cannot realize visions.
Mark Zuckerberg can ...and will.

Franck:

I didn't know that. I thought that the Metaverse would be ready much
sooner.
How does that look for your "Metabliss" project? Will that take that long,
too?

Keno:

No. We started developing it about 31 years ago. Many years in the form
of a "Mind-Lab", which was called "Mind-Design". We have spent almost
2 decades developing those rituals which, as neural-intrinsic
Technology, form today's two pillars of Metabliss: the 2nd Defluence
(Teenagers) and Mind-Carting (Young Adults). The current status is as
follows:
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Our Metabliss is fully developed.
Ready to go.
It just needs to be integrated by Meta into the existing digital system and
into the upcoming features of their Metaverse.
Franck:

Understood. Back to the Teenagers with the 2nd Defluence and the
Young Adults with the Mind-Cards for the Woke-Values.
My question was: what happens to the Woke values if the Hyperverse
will not exist?

Keno:

And my answer ... I think ... you could hear from my arguments:
 Without Metaverse, the Metabliss will not work
efficiently.
 But without the winning of the Teenagers and the
establishment of the 2nd Defluence ... that is
without the Awakening of the Nagual-I in the
Adolescence of the Youth ... we will not be able
to build a Chain of all Generations.
 This means: it is now a matter of winning over the
respective current generation of Young Adults, who
are at the center of the realization of the WokeValues, in order to be able to establish a
praxeology for Co-Evolution ... not for a small elite,
but for We-All:

Co-Evolution
only works
as We-All.

Franck:

If I interpret this correctly now, you see a kind of relay race, which
ultimately only the Hyperverse can initiate and positively organize ...

Keno:

... yes, to put it very clearly:
Without an awakening
of the Nagual-I
in the respective
current Teen-Generation
all Woke ambitions will fail.
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The better Society
and the better Humanness
need the Hyperverse.
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